
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Adjustment Advantage Disadvantage 

Increasing Draw weight Makes the arrow travel faster so that it is 

less affected by the weather and maintains 

the down-range velocity 

May increase the poundage past the level 

the archer can cope with; poor style 

possible injuries. Changes the geometry of 

the limbs and may make bow less stable.    

Decreasing Draw weight The Draw weight may be more 

controllable; Improves the geometry of 

the limbs in the riser making the bow 

more stable 

Reduces the arrow speed lowering the sight 

marks and giving bigger groups in inclement 

weather 

Increasing String Strands Makes the bow more forgiving Slows the arrow flight. Will also increase 

the diameter of the string, which can lead 

to a less positive finger position on the first 

joint of the drawing fingers 

Decreasing String Strands Makes the bow work faster, increasing 

arrow speed. The thinner diameter of the 

string may lead to a more consistent 

placing on the draw fingers 

Makes the bow more crucial to the shot 

Increasing point weight Moves the FOC towards the point, helping 

to stabilize the arrow’s flight 

Lowers the arrow’s speed, decreasing the 

cast 

Decreasing point weight Increases arrow speed, increasing the 

bow’s cast 

Makes the arrows less stable, leading to 

bigger groups 

Brace height  

 

The better the nock release the better the 

group 

To high and shot will be unforgiving and 

you will have to work harder for the same 

result 

 To low- score may drop 

Shortening arrow Matches the arrow to the bow better. Less 

shaft to be affected by shear force when 

shooting in windy conditions 

Moves the point of the arrow closer to the 

button, with 1.5” in front of the button 

being optimum; less is not desirable 

 

Weak Arrow 

Decrease 

Draw weight 

Point weight  

Brace height 

Increase 

Nock weight 

Strands 

Spring tension 

 

Stiff Arrow 

Increase 

Draw weight 

Point weight  

Brace height 

Decrease 

String weight 

Strands 

Nock weight 

Spring tension 

 

Stiff Arrow 
Weak Arrow 

Low Nock 

High Nock  


